ENTRY STRUCTURE PLAN
SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

ENTRY STRUCTURE ELEVATION
SCALE: 1/2" = 1'-0"

NOTES:
OVERHEAD BEAMS CROSS AT RANDOM ANGLES. OVERHEAD BEAMS HARD & GLASS VENTILES OPEN. DRY ELLIPSOIDAL, 1" HIGH DRIP PREPARED NYLON METAL, WITH CIRCULAR PERFORATIONS. FIBER GLASS VENETIAN BLINDS, PLACE ACRILIC. ALL COMING INSIDE STRUCTURE AND FRAME, CORRUGATED AND ALLUMINUM TO RUST, STRUCTURE BOLTED TO INFORMATION. CONCRETE FOOTING (DEPTH OF FOOTING TO BE DETERMINED BY OTHERS).

RESTRICTED PARKING MAY BE NECESSARY TO ALLOW MAINTENANCE ACCESS TO UPPER FIELD